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Silent death stalks the Harpers of Faerûn. One by one, members of the semi-secret society
for good in the Realms are falling to a murderer's blade. Now a Harper agent and a
beautiful half-elf assassin must solve the mystery. If they fail, they will be the next victims.
But things in the Realms are rarely that simple.
This book is about the principal writings that shaped the perception of Turkey for informed
readers in English, from Edward Gibbon’s positing of imperial Decline and Fall to the
proclamation of the Turkish Republic (1923), illustrating how Turkey has always been a
part of the modern British and European experience. It is a great sweep of a story: from
Gibbon as standard textbook, through Lord Bryon the pro-Turkish poet, and Benjamin
Disraeli the Romantic novelist of all things Eastern, followed by John Buchan's
Greenmantle First World War espionage fantasies, and then Manchester Guardian reporter
Arnold Toynbee narrating the fight for Turkish independence.
It's 1933, the golden era of aviation. The Pathfinder is an 800-foot passenger zeppelin. It is
the pinnacle of human invention; the largest thing to fly. It has just been hijacked. A band
of modern-day pirates have seized control via fighter planes and poison gas. With the
passengers and crew hostage, the pirates are flying the Pathfinder into the heart of South
America on a deadly mission. But among the passengers is a man to be reckoned with. He
is Nathan Carter, a mercenary and ace pilot with nothing to lose. After a failed attempt to
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liberate the Pathfinder, Carter must flee, along with a beautiful pickpocket and a couple of
determined crewmen. Escape only lands them in the middle of a South American war, in
which the Pathfinder shall soon play a terrifying role. From the Iguazu Falls of Brazil, to
the blood-soaked battlefields of the Chaco War, and to the thrilling climax high above the
Andes Mountains, Carter and his friends must take the fight back to the pirates.
An important contribution to our thought about human society. A classic, long out of print.
A Short History of the Middle Ages, Fifth Edition
From Here to Timbuktu
The Opening Novel in An Astonishing New Future History
Romulus Buckle and the Luminiferous Aether
The Phoenician Origin of Britons, Scots & Anglo-Saxons
After a virus claimed nearly the entire global population, the world changed. The United States
splintered into fifty walled cities where the surviving citizens clustered to start over. The Company,
which ended the plague by bringing a life-saving vaccine back from the future, controls everything.
They ration the scant food and supplies through a lottery system, mandate daily doses of virus
suppressant, and even monitor future timelines to stop crimes before they can be committed. Brilliant
but autistic, sixteen-year-old Clover Donovan has always dreamed of studying at the Waverly-Stead
Academy. Her brother and caretaker, West, has done everything in his power to make her dream a
reality. But Clover’s refusal to part with her beloved service dog denies her entry into the school.
Instead, she is drafted into the Time Mariners, a team of Company operatives who travel through time
to gather news about the future. When one of Clover’s missions reveals that West’s life is in danger,
the Donovans are shattered. To change West’s fate, they’ll have to take on the mysterious Company.
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But as its secrets are revealed, they realize that the Company’s rule may not be as benevolent as it
seems. In saving her brother, Clover will face a more powerful force than she ever imagined… and will
team up with a band of fellow misfits and outsiders to incite a revolution that will change their
destinies forever.
Representing the letter “L” in a series of twenty-six collectible editions, this award-winning novel
describes the isolation felt by industrial spy Henry Park, a first-generation Korean American, who
doesn't feel thoroughly at home in either culture anymore.
World Fantasy Award Winner Michael Crawford is forced to flee when discovers his bride brutally
murdered in their wedding bed. Yet it is not the revengeful townspeople he fears but the deadly
embrace of the malignant spirit that is claiming him as her bridegroom. Crawford will not travel
alone; soon he is aided by his fellow victims, the greatest poets of his day—Byron, Keats, and Shelley.
Together they embark upon a desperate journey, crisscrossing Europe and battling the vampiric fiend
who seeks her ultimate pleasure in their ravaged bodies and imperiled souls. Telling a secret history
of passion and terror, Tim Powers (The Anubis Gates, Declare, Three Days to Never) masterfully
recasts the tragic lives of the Romantics into a uniquely frightening tale. Back in print for the first
time since 1994, this newly revised edition of The Stress of Her Regard will thrill both Powers fans
and newcomers to this gripping Gothic tour de force.
In a post-apocalyptic world of endless snow, Captain Romulus Buckle and the stalwart crew of the
Pneumatic Zeppelin must embark on a perilous mission to rescue their kidnapped leader, Balthazar
Crankshaft, from the impenetrable City of the Founders. Steaming over a territory once known as
Southern California--before it was devastated in the alien war--Buckle navigates his massive airship
through skies infested with enemy war zeppelins and ravenous alien beasties in this swashbuckling
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and high-octane steampunk adventure. Life is desperate in the Snow World--and death is quick-Buckle and his ship's company must brave poisoned wastelands of noxious mustard and do battle
with forgewalkers, steampipers and armored locomotives as they plunge from the skies into the
underground prison warrens of the fortress-city. Captain Romulus Buckle must lead the Pneumatic
Zeppelin and its crew of never-do-wells on a desperate mission where he must risk everything to save
Balthazar and attempt to prevent a catastrophic war which could wipe out all that is left of civilization
and the entire human race.
The Stress of Her Regard
Famous Men of Rome
Cosmonaut Keep
Orange World and Other Stories

Quint Is Travelling With His Father, Wind Jackal, On A Mission To Track
Down And Bring To Justice Turbot Smeal, The Man Who Started The Fire
That Killed Their Family. Having Left Behind His Studies At The Knights
Academy, Quint Is Now Eager To Learn What It Really Means To Be A Sky
Pirate And To Learn From His Father. But Wind Jackal Is Consumed By His
Desire To Capture Smeal - And His Judgement Is Flawed. His Actions
Endangers The Lives Of His Crew - And His Son. As They Travel From The
Taverns And Backstreets Of Undertown And The Wonders Of The
Shipbuilders' Yards, To The Dark Dangers Of The Deepwoods, Where Quint
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And Maris Become Separated From The Rest Of The Crew And Encounter
Some Terrifying Creatures - And Finally To The Mysterious, Ghostly SkyWreck In Open Sky, Where They Discover The Truth About Smeal - And
Face A New Terror. . .
"Something is happening, Cephas, and it will be like sword and like fire and
like bread in the mouths of a thousand, thousand children, and nothing will
ever, ever be the same way again." First-century Israel. A man wanders out
of the desert one day and finds a village in ruins after a night of the walking
dead. The survivors have thrown the snarling corpses into the Sea of
Galilee, only to starve as the ghoul-haunted sea yields no fish. Will the
stranger's coming bring back the fish, or the hungry dead? In this
reimagining of the opening chapters of the book of Mark, an ancient story
is made dangerous and raw again... "Stant Litore has been doing
fascinating phantasmagorical things with zombies in biblical times." - Jeff
Vandermeer, author of "Annihilation" "Intensely troubling and sharply
beautiful. I highly anticipate the opportunity to reread it." - Timothy
Widman, "Wandering Paths" "Nothing about this novel was phoned-in. Even
parts of the story that we already knew by heart were revealed brilliantly
with the gentle hand of a master surgeon. And Litore told the story his way.
I found it refreshing, respectful, and loving." - James Garcia, Jr., author of
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"Seeing Ghosts"
The only novel ever to win the Hugo, Nebula, and Arthur C. Clarke Awards
and the first book in Ann Leckie's New York Times bestselling trilogy. On a
remote, icy planet, the soldier known as Breq is drawing closer to
completing her quest. Once, she was the Justice of Toren - a colossal
starship with an artificial intelligence linking thousands of soldiers in the
service of the Radch, the empire that conquered the galaxy. Now, an act of
treachery has ripped it all away, leaving her with one fragile human body,
unanswered questions, and a burning desire for vengeance. In the Ancillary
world: 1. Ancillary Justice2. Ancillary Sword3. Ancillary Mercy
Rising science fiction and fantasy star P. Djèlí Clark brings an alternate
New Orleans of orisha, airships, and adventure to life in his immersive
debut novella The Black God's Drums. Alex Award Winner! In an alternate
New Orleans caught in the tangle of the American Civil War, the wallscaling girl named Creeper yearns to escape the streets for the air--in
particular, by earning a spot on-board the airship Midnight Robber.
Creeper plans to earn Captain Ann-Marie’s trust with information she
discovers about a Haitian scientist and a mysterious weapon he calls The
Black God’s Drums. But Creeper also has a secret herself: Oya, the African
orisha of the wind and storms, speaks inside her head, and may have her
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own ulterior motivations. Soon, Creeper, Oya, and the crew of the Midnight
Robber are pulled into a perilous mission aimed to stop the Black God’s
Drums from being unleashed and wiping out the entirety of New Orleans.
“A sinewy mosaic of Haitian sky pirates, wily street urchins, and orisha
magic. Beguiling and bombastic!”—New York Times bestselling author
Scott Westerfeld At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Emilie and the Sky World
Tin Swift
Visions of Kinship in Medieval Europe
The Oxford Book of American Essays
The Black God's Drums
When Zoe Miller's cousin is abducted by a vicious Russian, she must come to grips
with a haunting secret. Unknown to even her closest friends, she is a werewolf and
a daughter of the "Fangborn," a hidden race of werewolves, vampires, and oracles.
Zoe's attempt to rescue her cousin leads her on a quest for artifacts, forces her to
renew family ties, and pit her own supernatural abilities against a dark and
nefarious foe.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain
in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
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States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Learning his long-lost sister is being kept at a mysterious clan's base, Romulus
Buckle must rescue her to gain the key to victory over the Founders, but this
rescue attempt means abandoning his allies to face the Founders' raids alone.
From the towers of Hong Kong to the diamond mines of Shandong; from the streets
of San Francisco to the male strip clubs of Beijing and from China's mythical past
to the boardrooms and backrooms of a modern industrial giant - The Curse of the
Dragon God takes readers around the world in a page-turning gay adventure full of
sizzling erotic action. Can Professor Fathom's team of gay adventure-seekers find a
missing diamond before this perfectly executed crime leads to a cataclysmic event
of mass destruction?
No Lasting Burial
Discovered by Phoenician & Sumerian Inscription in Britain, by Pre-Roman Briton
Coins & a Mass of New History
Experimenting on a Small Planet
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Wings of Fury
Clash of the Sky Galleons
When Anne McCaffrey passed in November 2011, it was not only those
closest to her who mourned her death; legions of readers also felt the
loss deeply. The pioneering science fiction author behind the
Dragonriders of Pern® series crafted intricate stories, enthralling
worlds, and strong heroines that profoundly impacted the science
fiction community and genre. In Dragonwriter, Anne's son and Pern
writer Todd McCaffrey collects memories and stories about the beloved
author, along with insights into her writing and legacy, from those
who knew her best. Nebula Award–winner Elizabeth Moon relates the
lessons she learned from Pern's Lessa (and from Lessa's creator); Hugo
Award–winner David Brin recalls Anne's steadfast belief that the world
to come will be better than the one before; legendary SFF artist
Michael Whelan shares (and tells stories about) never-before-published
Pern sketches from his archives; and more. Join Anne's co-writers,
fellow science fiction authors, family, and friends in remembering her
life, and exploring how her mind and pen shaped not only the Weyrs of
Pern, but also the literary landscape as we know it. Contributors
include: • Angelina Adams • David Brin • David Gerrold • John Goodwin
• Janis Ian • Alec Johnson • Georgeanne Kennedy • Mercedes Lackey •
Sharon Lee and Steve Miller • Lois McMaster Bujold • Elizabeth Moon •
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Charlotte Moore • Robert Neilson • Jody Lynn Nye and Bill Fawcett •
Robin Roberts • Elizabeth Ann Scarborough • Wen Spencer • Michael
Whelan • Richard J. Woods • Chelsea Quinn Yarbro
From the bestselling author of the acclaimed Chaos and Genius comes a
thoughtful and provocative exploration of the big ideas of the modern
era: Information, communication, and information theory. Acclaimed
science writer James Gleick presents an eye-opening vision of how our
relationship to information has transformed the very nature of human
consciousness. A fascinating intellectual journey through the history
of communication and information, from the language of Africa’s
talking drums to the invention of written alphabets; from the
electronic transmission of code to the origins of information theory,
into the new information age and the current deluge of news, tweets,
images, and blogs. Along the way, Gleick profiles key innovators,
including Charles Babbage, Ada Lovelace, Samuel Morse, and Claude
Shannon, and reveals how our understanding of information is
transforming not only how we look at the world, but how we live. A New
York Times Notable Book A Los Angeles Times and Cleveland Plain Dealer
Best Book of the Year Winner of the PEN/E. O. Wilson Literary Science
Writing Award
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Jason M. Hough’s pulse-pounding debut
combines the drama, swagger, and vivid characters of Joss Whedon’s
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Firefly with the talent of sci-fi author John Scalzi. In the mid-23rd
century, Darwin, Australia, stands as the last human city on Earth.
The world has succumbed to an alien plague, with most of the
population transformed into mindless, savage creatures. The planet’s
refugees flock to Darwin, where a space elevator—created by the
architects of this apocalypse, the Builders—emits a plague-suppressing
aura. Skyler Luiken has a rare immunity to the plague. Backed by an
international crew of fellow “immunes,” he leads missions into the
dangerous wasteland beyond the aura’s edge to find the resources
Darwin needs to stave off collapse. But when the Elevator starts to
malfunction, Skyler is tapped—along with the brilliant scientist, Dr.
Tania Sharma—to solve the mystery of the failing alien technology and
save the ragged remnants of humanity. Praise for The Darwin Elevator
“A hell of a fun book.”—James S. A. Corey, New York Times bestselling
author of Abaddon’s Gate “[Jason M.] Hough’s first novel combines the
rapid-fire action and memorable characters associated with Joss
Whedon’s short-lived Firefly TV series with the accessibility and
scientific acumen of [James S. A.] Corey’s ‘Expanse’ series.”—Library
Journal (starred review) “The best part about alien stories is their
mystery, and Jason Hough understands that like no other. Full of
compelling characters and thick with tension, The Darwin Elevator
delivers both despair and hope along with a gigantic dose of wonder.
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It’s a brilliant debut, and Hough can take my money whenever he writes
anything from now on.”—Kevin Hearne, New York Times bestselling author
of The Iron Druid Chronicles “Newcomer Hough displays a talent for
imaginative plotting and realistic dialogue, and the brisk pacing and
cliffhanger ending will keep readers enthralled and eagerly awaiting
the next installment.”—Publishers Weekly “Jason M. Hough does a great
job with this huge story. The world of Darwin and the Elevator is
deliciously complex and satisfying. Skyler, Tania, and all the other
characters are delightfully drawn and fun to spend time with. . . .
The story unfolds with just the right balance of high adventure,
espionage, humor, and emotional truth. . . . As soon as you finish,
you’ll want more.”—Analog “A debut novel unlike any other . . . This
is something special. Something iconic. The Darwin Elevator is full of
majesty and wonder, mystery and mayhem, colorful characters and
insidious schemes.”—SF Signal “Fun, action-packed and entertaining . .
. a sure contender for science fiction debut of the year!”—Pat’s
Fantasy Hotlist “Claustrophobic, intense, and satisfying . . . I
couldn’t put this book down. The Darwin Elevator depicts a terrifying
world, suspends it from a delicate thread, and forces you to read with
held breath as you anticipate the inevitable fall.”—Hugh Howey, New
York Times bestselling author of Wool
The Goliath Stone is a visionary tale from Larry Niven and Matthew
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Joseph Harrington. Doctor Toby Glyer has effected miracle cures with
the use of nanotechnology. But Glyer's controversial nanites are more
than just the latest technological advance, they are a new form of
life-and they have more uses than just medical. Glyer's nanites also
have the potential to make everyone on Earth rich from the wealth of
asteroids. Twenty-five years ago, the Briareus mission took
nanomachinery out to divert an Earth-crossing asteroid and bring it
back to be mined, only to drop out of contact as soon as it reached
its target. The project was shut down and the technology was forcibly
suppressed. Now, a much, much larger asteroid is on a collision course
with Earth-and the Briareus nanites may be responsible. While the
government scrambles to find a solution, Glyer knows that their only
hope of avoiding Armageddon lies in the nanites themselves. On the
run, Glyer must track down his old partner, William Connors, and find
a way to make contact with their wayward children. As every parent
learns, when you produce a new thinking being, the plans it makes are
not necessarily your plans. But with a two-hundred-gigaton asteroid
that rivals the rock that felled the dinosaurs hurtling toward Earth,
Glyer and Connors don't have time to argue. Will Glyer's nanites be
Earth's salvation or destruction? At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
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Dragonwriter
A Gay Adventure
Gladiators: The Collected Prequels to The Dakotaraptor Riders
The Goliath Stone
The Darwin Elevator

In steam age America, men, monsters, machines, and magic battle to claim the same
scrap of earth and sky. In this chaos, one man fights to hold on to his humanity—and his
honor.... Life on the frontier is full of deceit and danger, but bounty hunter Cedar Hunt is
a man whose word is his bond. Cursed with becoming a beast every full moon, Cedar
once believed his destiny was to be alone. But now Cedar finds himself saddled with a
group of refugees, including the brother he once thought lost. Keeping his companions
alive is no easy task, in part because of a promise he made to the unpredictable
Madder brothers—three miners who know the secret mechanisms of the Strange. To
keep his word, Cedar must navigate betrayal, lies, and treacherous alliances, and risk
everything to save the lives of those he has come to hold dear.
Yerusalem City is dying, and the king's fear of invasion renders him blind to the
starvation and plague ravaging his people. Only Yirmiyahu the prophet can see the
truth only he can hear God weeping behind her veil in the temple. He knows the locked
citygates will keep no one out they will only keep the dead in. Fearful that God has
abandoned her city, Yirmiyahu wrestles with the hunger of the living and the hunger of
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the dead as he struggles to hold onto his last vestige of hope.
Romulus Buckle & the City of the Founders47 North
The second book in Suzanne Collins's phenomenal and worldwide bestselling Hunger
Games trilogy.
Elfshadow
A History, a Theory, a Flood
The Westernization of Northern Europe (150-800 AD)
The Curse of the Dragon God
Write Worlds Your Readers Won't Forget

This book presents eight of the author's short stories. In "Bog Girl: A
Romance," a story about first love, a young man falls in love with a two
thousand year old girl that he's extracted from a mass of peat in a
Northern European bog. In "The Prospectors," two opportunistic young
women fleeing the Depression strike out for new territory, and find
themselves fighting for their lives. In the title story, a new mother
desperate to ensure her infant's safety strikes a diabolical deal, agreeing
to breastfeed the devil in exchange for his protection. The landscape in
which these stories unfold is a feral, slippery, purgatorial space,
bracketed by the void - yet within it, the author captures the tenderness of
ordinary life.--adapted from book jacket.
Matt Cairns is a 21st-century outlaw Programmer who takes on the shady
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jobs no one else will touch. Against his better judgment, he accepts an
assignment to crack the Marshall Titov, a top-secret orbital station
operated by the European Space Agency. But what Matt will discover
there will propel him on an extraordinary and quite unexpected journey.
Gregor Cairns is an exobiology student and descendant of one of Terra
Nova's first families. Hopelessly infatuated with a lovely young trader's
daughter, he is unaware that his research partner, Elizabeth, has fallen in
love with him. Together, Gregor and Elizabeth confront the great work his
family began three centuries earlier-to rediscover the secret of
interstellar travel. Ranging from a gritty near-future Earth to a distant
alien world, Cosmonaut Keep is contemporary science fiction at its
highest level, a visionary epic filled with daring individuals seeking a
place for themselves in a vast, complex, and enigmatic universe.
Cosmonaut Keep is a 2002 Hugo Award Nominee for Best Novel. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
What meaning did human kinship possess in a world regulated by Biblical
time, committed to the primacy of spiritual relationships, and bound by
the sinews of divine love? In the process of exploring this question, Hans
Hummer offers a searching re-examination of kinship in Europe between
late Roman times and the high middle ages, the period bridging Europe's
primitive past and its modern future. Visions of Kinship in Medieval
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Europe critiques the modernist and Western bio-genealogical and
functionalist assumptions that have shaped kinship studies since their
inception in the nineteenth century, when Biblical time collapsed and
kinship became a signifier of the essential secularity of history and a
method for conceptualizing a deep prehistory guided by autogenous
human impulses. Hummer argues that this understanding of kinship is
fundamentally antagonistic to medieval sentiments and is responsible for
the frustrations researchers have encountered as they have tried to
identify the famously elusive kin groups of medieval Europe. He
delineates an alternative ethnographic approach inspired by recent
anthropological work that privileges indigenous expressions of kinship
and the interpretive potential of native ontologies. This study reveals that
kinship in the middle ages was not biological, primitive, or a regulator of
social mechanisms; nor was it traceable by bio-genealogical connections.
In the Middle Ages, kinship signified a sociality that flowed from
convictions about the divine source of all things and which wove together
families, institutions, and divinities into an expansive eschatological
vision animated by 'the most righteous principle of love'.
Draws on previously unknown documents from the Vatican archives to
detail a late-nineteenth-century plot on the part of Pope Pius IX and his
successor, Leo XIII, to block the unification of Italy and to seize control of
Rome and the Papal States, in a colorful history marked by such key
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individuals as the two pontiffs, Italy's national hero Garibaldi, King Victor
Emmanuel, and France's Napoleon III. Reprint.
Nationalism and Culture
The Information
Incursion
A Scholarly Entertainment
Seven Kinds of Hell
When Emilie and Daniel arrive in Silk Harbor, Professor Abindon, an old colleague of the
Marlendes, warns them that she’s observed something strange and potentially deadly
in the sky, a disruption in an upper air aether current. But as the Marlendes investigate
further, they realize it’s a ship from another aetheric plane. It may be just a friendly
explorer, or something far more sinister, but they will have to take an airship into the
dangerous air currents to find out. Emilie joins the expedition and finds herself deep in
personal entanglements, with an angry uncle, an interfering brother, and an estranged
mother to worry about – not to mention a lost family of explorers, the strange
landscapes of the upper air, and the deadly menace that inhabits the sky world.
In this newest edition of her bestselling book, Barbara H. Rosenwein integrates the
history of European, Byzantine, and Islamic medieval cultures—as well as their
Eurasian connections—in a dynamic narrative. The text has been significantly updated
to reflect growing interest in the Islamic world and Mediterranean region. Stunning
plates featuring art and architecture weave together events, mentalities, and aesthetics.
Medievalist Riccardo Cristiani authors a new feature on material culture that examines
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the intricacies of manuscript production and the lustrous glazes of Islamic ceramics. A
fully revised map program offers user-friendly spot maps that clarify events right where
they are discussed as well as dazzling topographical maps that reveal the very contours
of the medieval world. Helpful genealogies, figures, architectural plans, and lists of key
dates complement the text. All maps, genealogies, and figures are available on the
History Matters website (www.utphistorymatters.com) for easy download. Students will
find this site equally useful for its hundreds of study questions and their click-to-reveal
answers.
The year is 1870. As the young country of Freedonia prepares to celebrate fifty years of
existence, a young bounty hunter by the name of Zeke Culpepper is hired by a wealthy
businessman to find a valuable book. In the kingdom of Mali on the continent of Africa,
veteran warrior Famara Keita has been assigned to find that same book and bring it
back to its rightful owner. And in the newly formed nation of Germany, an ambitious
Prussian officer seeks the book as well for its secrets that could make Germany the
most powerful nation in the world. The result is an action adventure like no other!
"There are other worldbuilding books out there; this is the one you want." - Travis
Heerman, author of the Ronin trilogy and Death Wind. Like a god, you get to invent a
world. Maybe several. But how do you make these worlds that readers want to visit?
How do you make them worlds that readers never want to leave? In Write Worlds Your
Readers Won't Forget, explore how to create unforgettable environments, creatures,
and cultures in 33 intensive exercises. ADVANCE PRAISE FOR WRITE WORLDS YOUR
READERS WON'T FORGET: "One of the best worldbuilding workbooks I've ever seen.
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Litore is inspirational, reveling in the power of imagination and packing his journey with
top-notch examples and exercises. A superb resource for beginners and pros alike." Richard Ellis Preston, Jr., author of Romulus Buckle and the City of the Founders "Stant
Litore's book overflows with everything you need to know to build your own worlds
from the ground up or the top down, from creatures to ecology to culture. Tons of
thought-provoking exercises help create an elegant framework for speculative
worldbuilding. With these techniques and your own creativity, you'll be able to create
worlds your readers will never want to leave. There are other worldbuilding books out
there; this is the one you want." - Travis Heermann, author of the Ronin trilogy and
Death Wind "Not only is the advice great, but there's a warmth to the chapters that
makes writing inviting rather than intimidating." - Todd Mitchell, author of The Traitor
King and The Last Panther "A master class in world building: Litore has created an
accessible, comprehensive approach. Covering religion, biology, technology, magic,
language, justice, privilege and more, the book ignites the writer's imagination with
provocative questions and exercises. Pro tip: read this with a notebook handy. You will
be inspired to get down to the business of building your fictional world in ways you
hadn't dreamed possible. Litore's passion for well-crafted sci-fi comes through in every
chapter." - S.G. Redling, author of Flowertown and Damocles "This is a clear,
comprehensive, and beautifully written guide to worldbuilding that will not only help
emerging writers to find their voices and build imaginative worlds and characters, but
one that will also prove invaluable to experienced writers seeking to spark their creative
impulses or deepen the worlds they create. My favorite thing about this guide was how
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incredibly immersive it is. When Litore says the word 'worldbuilding, ' he's not kidding...
Highly recommended. I can't wait to use some of the exercises and questions Litore
offers here when writing my next book." - Angela Mitchell, author of Falada and Dancing
Days "Stant Litore does an excellent job bringing structure and order to the art of worldbuilding. His book makes the craft easy to understand and is filled with information for
beginners and veterans alike." - Milton Davis, author of Changa's Safari "Stant Litore is
a wonderful storyteller with a knack for creating nuanced characters and equally
nuanced worlds. And this book delivers on its title: it offers a great glimpse at how to
write worlds your readers won't forget." - James A. Hunter, author of the Yancy Lazarus
series and Viridian Gate Online
Seventy-five Years of a Busy Life, with Reminiscences, of Many Great and Good Men
and Women
The Popes, the Kings, and Garibaldi's Rebels in the Struggle to Rule Modern Italy
Prisoner of the Vatican
Romulus Buckle & the City of the Founders
Catching Fire (Hunger Games, Book Two)

Captain Romulus Buckle and his zeppelin crew plan to rescue their kidnapped leader
from the City of the Founders, but first they must survive the war zeppelins and
aliens that infest the skies of post-apocalyptic Southern California.
This book is a thorough introduction to climate science and global change. The
author is a geologist who has spent much of his life investigating the climate of Earth
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from a time when it was warm and dinosaurs roamed the land, to today's changing
climate. Bill Hay takes you on a journey to understand how the climate system works.
He explores how humans are unintentionally conducting a grand uncontrolled
experiment which is leading to unanticipated changes. We follow the twisting path of
seemingly unrelated discoveries in physics, chemistry, biology, geology, and even
mathematics to learn how they led to our present knowledge of how our planet
works. He explains why the weather is becoming increasingly chaotic as our planet
warms at a rate far faster than at any time in its geologic past. He speculates on
possible future outcomes, and suggests that nature itself may make some
unexpected course corrections. Although the book is written for the layman with little
knowledge of science or mathematics, it includes information from many diverse
fields to provide even those actively working in the field of climatology with a
broader view of this developing drama. Experimenting on a Small Planet is a must
read for anyone having more than a casual interest in global warming and climate
change - one of the most important and challenging issues of our time.
2000 years in our future, an empire's holiest festival is celebrated with dinosaur
races and gladiatorial games on the backs of armored titans. These gladiators and
the dinosaurs they ride become a visible display of the Republic's power, captive
fighters adored by millions yet compelled to battle not only the tyrannosaurs and
other genetically engineered beasts of the arena, but also the loneliness in their
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hearts. Yet Empire is a fragile thing. Tonight, on the red sands of the arena and
inside the hollow asteroid where the dinosaurs are grown, the secrets these
gladiators discover will shake their entire world. Join us aboard the orbital
colosseums and meet Egret (Livia Tenning), Jaguar (Nyota Madaki), and Timberwolf
(Mai Changying)! AUTHOR'S NOTE: Gladiators is a prequel edition to the series The
Dakotaraptor Riders; it includes three works of fiction: The Running of the
Tyrannosaurs, Nyota's Tyrannosaur, and The Screaming of the Tyrannosaur. If you
have a copy of the omnibus Colosseums for Dinosaurs, this book includes the same
stories. Gladiators is a new edition (with some minor changes), released in
celebration of the new series. The events in Gladiators happen in the same universe
as The Dakotaraptor Riders, just a few solar systems over, in the heart of the empire
that is invading the homeworld in the new series. As the series progresses, some
characters from the prequels will make an appearance in the new novels. I hope you
will enjoy these thrilling tales of dinosaurs and rebellion in the far future! PRAISE FOR
THE PREQUELS For The Running of the Tyrannosaurs: "Wielding elegant prose and
tightly-focused characters, Stant Litore cuts deep into the science-fiction realm of bioengineered dinosaurs and high-tech bread and circuses with a physically enhanced
female gladiator whose personal tragedy is as powerful as her victories in the arena.
Her story echoes in the heart long after it is told." - Richard Ellis Preston, Jr., author of
Romulus Buckle & the City of the Founders For Nyota's Tyrannosaur: "Stant Litore
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turns a concept that would be clunky, camp, or just plain weird in other hands into
something as natural as feeling the stretch of your own muscles when you move..." O.E. Tearmann, author of The Hands We're Given For The Screaming of the
Tyrannosaur: "This is a pulse-pounding story, a triumph of world-building - a story of
gladiatorial combat and of bonds strange and transcendent. Without a doubt, one of
the most enthralling stories I've come across." - Samuel Peralta, The Future
Chronicles
Romulus Buckle & the Engines of War
Roman Imperialism and Runic Literacy
Ancillary Justice
Fact Stranger Than Fiction
A Tribute to Anne McCaffrey and Pern
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